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A core, global equity strategy built for an evolving world

Investment objective

The portfolio invests in global equities and seeks 

to achieve long-term growth of capital by investing 

in common stocks of companies located around 

the world. 
A durable and flexible approach to pursuing transformational changes in 

the global economy on a bottom-up basis

• Changing patterns of global trade, economic and political relationships

• Multi-generational shifts in the global economy

Investing across a spectrum of multinational companies 

• Early-stage multinationals with potential to become future global champions

• Established global champions of today

• Resilient, adaptable to change and are driving, shaping and benefiting from transformational 

changes

An all-weather portfolio

• A strategy with a proven track record of positive excess return generation across a 

variety of different market environments and cycles

Past results are not a guarantee of future results.
As at 31 March 2022.
* Investment in Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX). 
Based on the composite of the strategy. Source: Capital Group 
MSCI ACWI. Source: MSCI

NPF.4420419_742

Key facts Strategy¹ Fund

Launch date Mar 1973 Nov 2015

Size US$ 158.1bn A$ 1.3bn

Investment universe² US$ 66.2tn

Number of holdings 291



Capital Group NPF.4116594_269

As at 31 December 2021. Sectoral peak exposures as per annual reports, based on the representative account of the Capital Group New Perspective strategy. Source: Capital Group
Peak exposure is calculated by including relevant companies within the following sectors. 1970s: nuclear, petroleum, services & equipment and materials. 1970s & 1980s: data processing & reproduction, electrical & electronic, electronic 
components & instruments, appliance & household durables, recreation & other consumer products. 1990s: telecommunications, electronic components, electrical & electronic, broadcast & publishing, wireless telecommunication services, data 
processing & reproduction and appliances & household durables. 2010s: MSCI IT sector and internet & direct marketing industries.
1.Emerging markets include frontier markets and non-index markets. Data is based on equity holdings of the representative account of the strategy. Sources: Capital Group, MSCI, FactSet

Staying relevant during decades of transformational change

2020s

Accelerating digital 

adoption and healthcare 

innovation

Platforms, 

networks and health 

care 

1970s & 80s

The rise of 

home computing and 

personal electronics

Electronics

and computers

Peak exposure

36%

2010s

The age of

digital disruption

IT, e-commerce

and internet platforms

Peak exposure

33%

1990s

A new generation

of mobile 

communications

Telecoms, media and 

technology (TMT)

Peak exposure

43%

2000s

The rise of emerging 

markets and rapid 

urbanisation of China

Mining and consumer 

products

Over 20%

of revenue exposure

from EM countries1

Early 1970s

Basic resources

dominate

Oil 

and metals

Peak exposure

31%

Nearly half a century of identifying long-term investment opportunities arising from changing patterns of global trade and secular 

shifts in the global economy
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Positioned to address potential challenges and opportunities

NPF.4447614_077

Near
term

Long
term

Seeking to capture opportunities

Positioned to address potential challenges

Structural

growth

Supply-chain

resilience

Inflation

Structural 

disinflation

Examples of how New Perspective may continue to thrive with the evolving global economy

Examples shown for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or solicitation of an offer, or a recommendation to buy or sell 
any security or instrument listed herein.
Companies shown are holdings in “New Perspective” or Capital Group New Perspective Fund (AU) as at 31 December 2021. Source: Capital Group
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Companies that have shown strong competitive 

positions and pricing power:

• Non-fungible products Broadcom

• Luxury goods LVMH      LV       LVHM

• Staple-like services Netflix

Companies that are the driving force of digitalisation 

and productivity increases:

• Smart industrials Carrier Global

• Cloud infrastructure Microsoft

• Semiconductors                                    TSMC

Select companies that are keeping

global production going:

• Logistics DSV

• Industrial metals Vale

• Healthcare equipment Thermo Fisher

Innovators with low penetration and 

potentially long runways:

• Transformational health care BeiGene

• Vehicle electrification Tesla

• Software-as-a-Service Adobe
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41% 
NPF’s exposure to

companies in these 
industry groups

MSCI ACWI

Media & EntertainmentSemiconductors &

Semiconductor Equipment

Software & Services

Pharmaceuticals,

Biotechnology

& Life Sciences

Consumer Durables

& Apparel
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Past results are not a guarantee of future results. 
“NPF” and “New Perspective” refer to Capital Group New Perspective Fund (AU). Data as at 31 December 2021 in US dollar terms. Sources: MSCI, Capital Group

NPF.4447629_196

Favour companies with high gross margins and low debt ratios

Near-term inflationary challenge: Focus on pricing power
Strong pricing power is a good indicator of a company’s ability to weather a higher inflationary environment

MSCI ACWI industry groups by gross margin and debt ratio

1. Essential goods providers

Example: Costco

2. Companies with a captive customer base

Example: Carrier

3. Companies that have contractual protection

Example: Airbus

Other opportunities with potential pricing power:
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Escalation

Possible Russia/Ukraine scenarios and their economic impact
G10 monetary/fiscal policy response by governments

Hypothetical scenarios shown for illustration only.

Wartime footing

(US Treasury-Federal Reserve accord)

A world in which...

Conflict worsens and stimulus is used to keep 

economies from faltering

Global peace relief rally

A world in which...

Conflict de-escalates and fiscal and monetary support is 

used to buoy economies

Global recession

A world in which...

Conflict deepens and contributes to higher inflation, forcing 

monetary/fiscal tightening

Hawkish tightening to stymie inflation

A world in which...

Conflict de-escalates while inflation upswing prods hawkish 

central bank action sooner

and more aggressive than pre-conflict

St
im

u
lu

s

De-escalation

Coordinated G10

monetary/fiscal response

Ti
gh

te
n
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As at 31 December 2021. Source: Capital Group

Seeking a well-balanced portfolio of growth opportunities
Investing in different types of growth opportunities

Broad foundations

Secular growers
Long-term disruptors

Economically sensitive
More cyclically oriented

• Financials

• Travel and aviation

• Leisure and hospitality

• Consumption

• Construction

• Steady compounders

• Subscription models

• Networks providing

annuity-like cashflows

• Drivers of stable, long-term trends

in manufacturing and logistics

• Drivers of sustainability

(environment and wellness)

• Cloud computing and 

digital infrastructure

• E-commerce and digital payments

• Digital media and entertainment

• Electrification of vehicles

• Transformational health care
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Modest portfolio refresh since 2020

Past results are not a guarantee of future results. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a recommendation to buy or 
sell any security or instrument listed herein. 
Data as at 31 March 2022 in US dollar terms for Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX). Capital Group New Perspective Fund (AU) invests in Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX). 
Sources: Capital Group, MSCI
1. Illustrated before fees and expenses relative to the MSCI ACWI (with net dividends reinvested).

Q1 2022 top relative contributors1

A careful re-orientation for exposure to both secular and cyclical growth on a long-term basis

Major reductions since 2020

Consumer Discretionary

Tesla  • Amazon

Information Technology

Mastercard  • ServiceNow

Communication Services

Softbank  • Nintendo

Consumer Discretionary

Tesla •  Royal Caribbean

Materials

Vale •  First Quantum Minerals

Health care

AstraZeneca  •  Vertex Pharmaceuticals

Communication Services

Meta  • Netflix 

Energy

Rosneft  • Gazprom

Information Technology

ASML  • Shopify

Q1 2022 relative detractors1

Industrials

Carrier Global •  Caterpillar

Materials

Sika •  Linde

Financials

DBS • Bank of America

Major additions since 2020

8
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Data from 31 December 2001 to 31 December 2021. Based on equity holdings in the representative account for the strategy. Source: Morningstar
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New Perspective: A flexible, core global equity strategy
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Equity style valuation of Capital Group New Perspective strategy
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Past results are not a guarantee of future results. 
1. As at 31 December 2021 (due to a three-month lag). Based on a representative account for the strategy. Capitalisation and style categories are as defined by Morningstar. Source: Morningstar
2. As at 31 March 2022. EPS: Earnings per share. Forecasts shown for illustrative purposes only. Based on Capital Group New Perspective Fund (AU). Source: FactSet

NPF.4447631_470

13.7%

16.8%

Current positioning: Optimistic on range of opportunities

We continue to believe that active stock selection and focusing 

on company fundamentals will be key to successful investing in 

2022 and beyond  

A diversified portfolio of c.300 companies

Individual holdings in New Perspective strategy1

Positively positioned on corporate earnings growth

Estimated 3-5 year EPS growth2

Individual stock holding (unweighted)

Capital Group New Perspective strategy

Deep 
Value

Core-
Value

Core
Core-

Growth
High 

Growth
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Examples shown for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or solicitation of an offer, or a recommendation to buy or sell 
any security or instrument listed herein.
1.As at 2020. Software-as-a-service as a percent of total global software market. Source: Statista. Renewable power as a percent of total global power generation. Source: International Energy Agency. Digital payments as a percentage of total 

payments. Source: Statista. Ecommerce as percent of total US retail sales. Source: US Census Bureau. Oncology as percent of total global pharmaceutical sales. Source: IQVIA. Electric vehicles (battery and plug-in hybrid) as a percent of total 
vehicle sales. Source: International Energy Agency. Robotic assisted surgery as % of all surgical procedures. Source: Informa Pharma Intelligence.

2.As at 31 December 2021. “New Perspective” refers to Capital Group New Perspective Fund (AU). Source: Capital Group

NPF.4447629_435

Hubspot

Intuitive Surgical

Tesla

BeiGene

Amazon

Paypal

Ørsted

Longer term opportunity: Structural growth remains intact 
Myriad of opportunities in long-term disruptive innovation and transformative technologies

Low penetration and long runways could provide the basis 

for sustainable long-term growth
Penetration of select secular trends1

New Perspective is positioned to potentially capture many of these secular 

trends through our bottom-up approach
Examples of companies in New Perspective2

5%

7%

14%

15%

29%

36%

2%, Robotic - assisted surgery

Electric vehicles

Oncology (total pharma sales)

Ecommerce

Digital payments

Renewable power

Software-as-a-service

39% 
exposure to these

long-term secular growth 
trends
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Past results are not a guarantee of future results. Example shown for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a 
solicitation of an offer, or a recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein. 
Data as at 31 March 2022, unless otherwise specified, in USD terms. Microsoft is a holding in Capital Group New Perspective Fund (AU) as at 31 December 2021. 
1. Source: Synergy Research Group, Microsoft, Capital Group
2. Time periods are measured from January – December of each calendar year. Source: Morningstar

Longer term challenge: Technology can help with disinflation

2015 2021Azure quickly became

integral to Microsoft’s

overall success

5% 20%21%20%9%1%

Microsoft revenue growth

Azure’s % of

Microsoft revenue

Microsoft market share of
global cloud infrastructure1

An emerging laggard

to Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Established #2 cloud

infrastructure provider1

2010-20142

-5.5% Microsoft excess returns

vs. NASDAQ

15.3%
2015-20212

Microsoft: Pivoting away from software to cloud has enabled the company to drive revenue growth

12
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+2.5%

+3.0%

Value > Growth Growth > Value

+2.8%

+1.7%

+4.7%

+6.0%

0 - 2% 2 - 4% 4 - 6% Over 6%
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Past results are not a guarantee of future results.
As at 31 March 2022. Relative returns calculated geometrically for the Capital Group New Perspective Strategy (Australia), compared with MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) (with net dividends reinvested) from 30 September 2011; previously 
MSCI World (with net dividends reinvested). Results prior to Capital Group New Perspective Fund (AU) (CGNPAU)’s launch on 20 November 2015 are derived from the American Funds New Perspective Fund (AF NPF) in A$ from 31 March 1973. 
American Funds are not registered for sale outside of the United States. CGNPAU and AF NPF are managed by the same team of managers and have the same investment strategy, restrictions and risk profile. The returns are after fees and are 
based on the total management cost of 1.05% p.a. that was applicable to CGNPAU up until 30 April 2017, and 0.95% p.a. with effect from 1 May 2017. 
1. MSCI ACWI (with net dividends reinvested) from 30 September 2011; previously MSCI World (with net dividends reinvested). 
2. Relative return of MSCI ACWI World Growth and MSCI ACWI World Value (with net dividends reinvested) used to determine when “value outperforms growth” and “growth outperforms value” from 30 September 2011; previously MSCI World 

(Growth and Value).
3. Based on US inflation rates using the IA SBBI US Inflation index. Source: CFA Institute

NPF.4420439_293

Up/down markets
Upside and downside capture ratios

Inflationary environments

Value vs. Growth
Average rolling three-year excess returns 

p.a. in different style environments2

Inflation
Average rolling three-year excess returns 

p.a. in different inflationary environments3

New Perspective strategy since inception in 1973 

Flexibility has helped deliver a track record of excess returns

MSCI 

ACWI¹

90%

100%

110%

80% 100% 120%

Upside

Downside

NP
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Long-term track record
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Past results are not a guarantee of future results. 
1. Results prior to CGNPAU’s launch on 20 November 2015 are derived from the AF NPF in A$ from 31 March 1973. 

The returns are after fees and are based on the total management cost of 1.05% p.a. that was applicable to CGNPAU 
up until 30 April 2017, 0.95% p.a. with effect from 1 May 2017. 

2. The index shown is the MSCI AC World (net dividends reinvested) from 30 September 2011. Previously MSCI World 
(net dividends reinvested). Source: MSCI

3. The excess return is calculated arithmetically.
4. Standard deviation is calculated using monthly geometric excess returns.

NPF.4081668_688

Capital Group New Perspective strategy investment results as at 31 March 2022 in AUD terms (after fees)

% New Perspective¹ MSCI ACWI² Excess return³
1973      9 months -1.8 -20.6 18.8
1974 -8.2 -15.2 7.0
1975 47.4 38.4 9.1
1976 34.1 31.0 3.1
1977 -3.0 -4.1 1.1
1978 22.1 15.6 6.5
1979 31.6 15.2 16.4
1980 17.5 17.9 -0.4
1981 6.7 -0.3 6.9
1982 39.5 26.3 13.2
1983 34.3 32.8 1.4
1984 8.7 14.0 -5.3
1985 62.1 70.2 -8.1
1986 29.7 45.6 -15.9
1987 4.1 6.9 -2.9
1988 -7.0 4.3 -11.3
1989 35.6 26.0 9.6
1990 -0.1 -15.1 15.0
1991 24.3 20.2 4.1
1992 14.4 4.5 9.9
1993 28.7 24.4 4.3
1994 -10.1 -8.1 -2.0
1995 25.3 25.9 -0.6
1996 9.6 6.3 3.3
1997 39.8 41.1 -1.3

% New Perspective¹ MSCI ACWI² Excess return³
1998 36.2 32.1 4.1
1999 30.9 17.1 13.8
2000 8.9 2.2 6.7
2001 -0.7 -9.7 9.0
2002 -23.9 -27.2 3.3
2003 2.0 -0.5 2.5
2004 9.6 10.3 -0.7
2005 18.6 17.0 1.6
2006 11.2 11.7 -0.5
2007 3.8 -2.1 5.9
2008 -22.0 -25.3 3.4
2009 6.2 0.8 5.4
2010 -1.3 -1.9 0.7
2011 -7.9 -5.9 -2.0
2012 18.9 14.7 4.2
2013 46.7 42.5 4.2
2014 12.6 13.9 -1.3
2015 18.2 9.8 8.4
2016 2.2 8.4 -6.2
2017 18.4 14.8 3.6
2018 3.8 0.6 3.1
2019 30.0 26.8 3.2
2020 21.1 5.9 15.2
2021 24.4 25.8 -1.4
2022      3 months -12.4 -8.4 -4.0
Annualised lifetime return
(49 years) 13.6 10.1 3.5
Standard deviation 4 14.0 14.1

3 years p.a. 15.0 11.7 3.3

5 years p.a. 15.4 12.0 3.4

10 years p.a. 16.1 13.6 2.5
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Capital Group New Perspective Fund (AU)
Investment results as at 31 March 2022 in AUD terms (after fees and expenses) 
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% Fund¹ Index² Excess return³

2015    1 month 10 days -2.6 -3.1 0.5

2016 2.2 8.4 -6.2

2017 18.4 14.8 3.6

2018 3.8 0.6 3.2

2019 30.0 26.8 3.2

2020 21.1 5.9 15.2

2021 24.4 25.8 -1.4

2022    3 months -12.4 -8.4 -4.0

Annualised lifetime return

(6 years 4 months 10 days) 12.3 10.4 1.9

1 year    5.2 8.8 -3.6

3 years p.a.    15.0 11.7 3.3

5 years p.a.    15.4 12.0 3.4

Total value A$  1340 million

© 2022 Morningstar. All rights reserved. 

Morningstar category: Equity World Large Blend
Morningstar Analyst Rating™ as at 28 September 2021.

Past results are not a guarantee of future results.
Lifetime: 20 November 2015 – 31 March 2022.

The index shown is MSCI ACWI (net divs). Source: MSCI
The excess return is calculated arithmetically.3. 

2. 
1.  Net of management fees and expenses. Fund results are based on close of market returns (T+1). 

©2022 Morningstar, Inc. All rights reserved. Neither Morningstar, its affiliates, nor the content providers guarantee the data or content contained herein to be accurate, complete or timely nor will they have any liability for its use or distribution. 
Any general advice or ‘regulated financial advice’ under New Zealand law has been prepared by Morningstar Australasia Pty Ltd (ABN: 95 090 665 544, AFSL: 240892) and/or Morningstar Research Ltd, subsidiaries of Morningstar, Inc, without 
reference to your objectives, financial situation or needs. For more information refer to our Financial Services Guide (AU) or Financial Advice Provider Disclosure Statement (NZ) at www.morningstar.com.au/s/fsg.pdf and
www.morningstar.com.au/s/fapds.pdf. You should consider the advice in light of these matters and if applicable, the relevant Product Disclosure Statement before making any decision to invest. Our publications, ratings and products should be 
viewed as an additional investment resource, not as your sole source of information. Past performance does not necessarily indicate a financial product’s future performance. To obtain advice tailored to your situation, contact a professional 
financial adviser. For more detailed information about Morningstar’s Analyst Rating, including its methodology, please go to global.morningstar.com/managerdisclosures/.
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Capital Group New Perspective strategy
A strong track record of global investment success for decades

16

Past results are not a guarantee of future results.
As at 31 March 2022.

NPF.4398972_962

A durable and

flexible approach

Investing across a spectrum 

of multinational companies
An all-weather portfolio

The global champions of today and 

tomorrow potentially provide

an attractive combination 

of structural growth and resilience

Proven track record of positive 

excess return generation across 

a variety of different market 

environments and cycles

A bottom-up approach pursuing 

transformational changes in the 

global economy for 49 years.
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FOR PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY

This communication contains sensitive and confidential information. It is strictly for the confidential use of the recipient, solely for the purpose for which it is provided, may not be disclosed or circulated, and should not be relied upon 

by third parties. Any use for any other purpose, and disclosure, dissemination, copying, reproduction or distribution of the information is prohibited.

Past results are not a guarantee of future results. This communication does not constitute or form part of an offer, invitation or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any securities under the relevant regulations of any 

country and no part of it shall form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract, commitment or investment decision in relation thereto. It is neither an offer nor a solicitation to provide any investment service. This 

advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Neither has it been reviewed by any other regulator. While Capital Group uses reasonable efforts to obtain information from third-party 

sources which it believes to be reliable, Capital Group makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information.

This communication is not intended to be comprehensive or to provide investment, tax or other advice. It has been prepared for multiple distributions and may not be appropriate in all circumstances. It is of a general nature and 

does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on the information you should consider its appropriateness, having regard to your own investment objectives, financial situation and needs. 

The value of investments and income from them can go down as well as up, and you may lose some or all of your initial investment. If the currency in which you invest strengthens against the currency in which the underlying 

investments of the fund are made, the value of your investment will decrease. Currency hedging seeks to limit this, but there is no guarantee that hedging will be totally successful. Risk factors that may influence the value of an 

investment in this Fund may include, but are not limited to, (i) increased risks of emerging markets, (ii) risk of decline in the price of equities and bonds in response to certain events directly affecting the companies whose securities 

are owned by the Fund as well as general economic conditions; overall market changes; political, social or economic instability; and currency fluctuations, (iii) interest rate risk as the market value of bonds generally vary inversely with 

the level of interest rates, (iv) credit risk as the creditworthiness of the Fund's investment can impact the investment’s ability to meet its obligations, and (v) derivatives risks.

This communication has been prepared by Capital International, Inc., a member of Capital Group, a company incorporated in California, United States of America. The liability of members is limited.

In Australia, this communication and Capital Group New Perspective Fund (AU) (ARSN: 608 698 746) are issued by Capital Group Investment Management Limited (ACN 164 174 501 AFSL No. 443 118), a member of Capital Group, 

located at Level 18, 56 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Australia. The said fund is offered only by Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), please read the PDS which is available upon request or at capitalgroup.com/au/en in its entirety 

before making an investment decision.

All Capital Group trademarks are owned by The Capital Group Companies, Inc. or an affiliated company in the U.S., Australia and other countries. All other company and product names mentioned are the trademarks or registered 

trademarks of their respective companies. 

© 2022 Capital Group. All rights reserved.

Disclaimer

CII.NPF. AU.1297841_777 17
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